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a b s t r a c t

Answering complex questions involving multiple relations over knowledge bases is a challenging task.
Many previous works rely on dependency parsing. However, errors in dependency parsing would
influence their performance, in particular for long complex questions. In this paper, we propose a
novel skeleton grammar to represent the high-level structure of a complex question. This lightweight
formalism and its BERT-based parsing algorithm help to improve the downstream dependency parsing.
To show the effectiveness of skeleton, we develop two question answering approaches: skeleton-
based semantic parsing (called SSP) and skeleton-based information retrieval (called SIR). In SSP,
skeleton helps to improve structured query generation. In SIR, skeleton helps to improve path ranking.
Experimental results show that, thanks to skeletons, our approaches achieve state-of-the-art results
on three datasets: LC-QuAD 1.0, GraphQuestions, and ComplexWebQuestions 1.1.

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

While knowledge bases (KBs) are available (e.g., Freebase [1]
nd DBpedia [2]), the question of how end users access KBs is im-
ortant. One established way is question answering over knowledge

base (KBQA). Given a natural language question and a KB, the task
is to return answers or a formal query that can be executed over
the KB to retrieve answers [3]. For instance, given a simple ques-
tion ‘‘Who is the wife of Obama?’’, one may construct a single–
triple formal query (Barack Obama, spouse, ?x) to retrieve the
answer Michelle Obama. Recent approaches are divided into
two branches: semantic parsing (SP) based approaches [4–8]
and information retrieval (IR) based approaches [9–12]. SP-based
approaches first transform a question into a formal query (e.g., a
SPARQL query), and then execute the query over a KB to retrieve
answers. IR-based approaches first recognize a topic entity in a
question, then generate candidate answers by retrieving the topic
entity’s neighbors from a KB, and finally rank these candidate
answers by semantic matching models.

We focus on complex questions involving multiple relations
over a KB. For example, over Freebase, the question ‘‘What movie
was Taylor Swift in that had a character named Once-ler?’’ in-
volves two relations actor and character. The question ‘‘
Where was the person who spoke about the Berlin Wall raised?’’
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also involves two relations speak and place of birth. We will
use these questions as running examples throughout our paper.

State of the Art and Limitations: Many SP-based approaches
rely on dependency parsing to generate a structured query from
a question [4,13]. Errors in dependency parsing influence query
generation and hence influence the overall performance of these
approaches. The situation is even worse for complex questions
[14,15]. In our running example, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), Stan-
ford Parser [16] misses the long-distance dependency relation
between ‘‘movie’’ and ‘‘had’’ and parses an incorrect relation
between ‘‘Swift’’ and ‘‘that’’. Given the erroneous dependency
tree, a dependency-based approach (e.g., [4]) constructs an erro-
neous ungrounded query, as shown in Fig. 1(b) where there is an
erroneous relation between ‘‘Taylor Swift’’ and ‘‘Once-ler’’.

Some IR-based approaches also rely on dependency parsing,
e.g., using the dependency path between the answer node and
the topic entity [17,18]. They leverage dependencies to enhance
question representation in their semantic matching models. Erro-
neous dependency paths influence semantic matching and hence
influence the overall performance of these approaches. In our
running example, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c), Stanford Parser parses
an incorrect relation between ‘‘Wall’’ and ‘‘raised’’ and misses
two long-distance dependency relations: the relation between
‘‘Where’’ and ‘‘raised’’ and the relation between ‘‘person’’ and
‘‘raised’’. Given the erroneous dependency tree, a dependency-

based semantic matching model (e.g., [17]) extracts an incorrect
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Fig. 1. Two example errors in dependency parsing and KBQA. (a) An erroneous
dependency tree (in red). (b) An erroneous ungrounded query generated from
the dependency tree in (a). (c) Another erroneous dependency tree (in red). (d)
An erroneous dependency path generated from the dependency tree in (c). (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

dependency path, as shown in Fig. 1(d), while ‘‘raised’’, a key clue,
is missing in the dependency path.

Challenge: To address the above limitations about complex ques-
ions, we identify the following research challenge: how to cor-
ectly parse the dependency structure of a complex question to
mprove the performance of SP-based approaches and IR-based ap-
roaches?
Our Approach and Contributions: To meet the challenge, we

ropose a divide-and-conquer solution. The idea is decompose-
arse-join, which mainly aims to improve the accuracy of de-
endency parsing. Specifically, different from previous studies
hich directly perform dependency parsing of a full question,
e first decompose a complex question into a skeleton of con-
tituents (e.g., clauses or phrases), as illustrated in Fig. 2(a)(i).
hen, we perform dependency parsing within each constituent.
inally, we join the dependencies of these constituents via the
keleton to form a full dependency tree of the question, as shown
n Fig. 2(a)(ii).

Decomposing a complex question is not a trivial task. We
ropose a novel grammar, called skeleton, to represent the high-
evel structure of a complex question. To generate the skeleton,
e present a BERT-based parsing algorithm.
Moreover, to show the effectiveness and generalizability of our

keleton, we present two KBQA systems: Skeleton-based SP ap-
roach (called SSP) and Skeleton-based IR approach (called SIR).
n SSP, skeleton parsing helps accurate generation of ungrounded
ueries, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a)(iii). In SIR, skeleton parsing
elps accurate generation of dependency paths, as illustrated in
ig. 2(b)(iii).
Our contributions in the paper are summarized below.

• We propose a skeleton grammar to represent the high-level
structure of a complex question. Compared with standard
dependency parsing, our lightweight formalism alleviates
errors in parsing a complex question. We present a BERT-
based skeleton parsing algorithm, and we annotate and
publish a skeleton bank of 15,166 questions from three
KBQA datasets.
• We present two KBQA systems: SSP and SIR, to show

the effectiveness of skeleton. Compared with existing SP-
based approaches, we use skeleton parsing to improve un-
grounded query generation in SSP. Compared with existing
IR-based approaches, we use skeleton parsing to improve
dependency path generation and grounded path ranking in

SIR.

2

We conduct experiments on three complex KBQA datasets:
LC-QuAD 1.0, GraphQuestions, and ComplexWebQuestions 1.1.
The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our
skeleton for the KBQA task.

Our codes and skeleton bank are publicly available.1
Outline. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
e present skeleton parsing in Section 2. We describe SSP in

Section 3. We present SIR in Section 4. We report experimental
results in Section 5. We discuss related work in Section 6. Finally,
we conclude in Section 7.

Extension. The paper extends our previous work [6] in three
spects. (i) We present an extended SP-based approach—SSP.
n [6], we use a multi-strategy scoring. In this paper, we in-
orporate a more effective semantic matching scoring [11]. (ii)
e present a novel IR-based approach—SIR. (iii) We add exper-

ments on LC-QuAD.

. Skeleton parsing

In this section, we present our skeleton for representing com-
lex questions. First, we give the motivation of skeleton in Sec-
ion 2.1. Second, we present an overview of skeleton in Sec-
ion 2.2. Then, we describe our skeleton grammar in Section 2.3.
ext, we elaborate a skeleton bank in Section 2.4. Finally, we
ropose a BERT-based skeleton parsing algorithm in Section 2.5.

.1. Motivation

The intuition of skeleton is to represent the high-level struc-
ure of a complex question and decompose it into sub-questions.
ccording to our observations on complex KBQA datasets [19–
1], a modifier part (e.g., prepositional phrase, participial phrase,
nfinitive phrase, coordination, relative clause, and subordinate
lause) in a question usually indicates a sub-question. As shown
n Fig. 3, the relative clause ‘‘that had a character named Once-
er’’ is a sub-question. The main clause ‘‘What movie was Taylor
wift in?’’ is another sub-question. However, the relation be-
ween these sub-questions is recognized incorrectly by Stanford
arser [16]. Therefore, to correctly recognize the relation, we need
o correctly parse the high-level structure of a complex question.

Specifically, inspired by Universal Dependencies [22], we iden-
tify five categories of complex language structure. The complexity
of a question is often caused by one or a combination of these
complex language structures. Correctly parsing such high-level
structures is critical to understanding a complex question. (i)
Coordination. Two constituents (e.g., verb phrase) are at the same
level in a coordinate structure, e.g., ‘‘What zoo opened in 1903 and
is a fun thing?’’ (ii) Subordination. A clause is as a core (e.g., clausal
subject or clausal complement) or a non-core dependent (e.g., ad-
verbial clause) of the main clause, e.g., ‘‘Which party won the
elections when Y.S. Rajasekhara Reddy was in power?’’ (iii) Sec-
ndary predicate. A secondary predicate is an open clausal com-
lement of the main predicate, e.g., ‘‘How many people used
o play in the youth club of FC Barcelona?’’ (iv) Nominal de-
endents. Nominal dependents contain pre-head (e.g., posses-
ives) and post-head noun modifiers (e.g., finite clause, non-finite
lause, or relative clause), recursively, e.g., ‘‘What is the hometown
f the residents of Martha’s vineyards?’’ (v) Comparative structure.
uch structure involves a property of comparison, e.g., ‘‘Which us
residents are heavier than 80.0 kg?’’.

.2. Overview

To correctly parse dependency trees of complex questions,
e adopt a divide-and-conquer manner—decompose-parse-join.

1 https://github.com/nju-websoft/SkeletonKBQA

https://github.com/nju-websoft/SkeletonKBQA
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a

Fig. 2. Skeleton-based KBQA. (a) Skeleton-based SP approach. (i) The skeleton of our running example. (ii) The dependency tree obtained from the skeleton in (i)
by dependency parsing of each constituent and joining the results. (iii) The ungrounded query generated from the dependency tree in (ii). (b) Skeleton-based IR
approach. (i) The skeleton of our running example. (ii) The dependency tree obtained from the skeleton in (i) by dependency parsing of each constituent and joining
the results. (iii) The dependency path generated from the dependency tree in (ii).
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Fig. 3. An example of the decompose-parse-join manner.

(i) Decompose. We decompose a complex question by splitting
out modifier parts. (ii) Parse. We parse the main clause and each
modifier part using a standard dependency parser. (iii) Join. We
join the dependency trees of the main clause and the modifier
parts into a full dependency tree of the question. In particular,
the decompose step is targeted on the above-mentioned complex
language structures, and will be our focus in the remainder of this
section.

Example 1. We illustrate by an example in Fig. 3. (i) Decompose.
We recognize the main clause ‘‘What movie was Taylor Swift
in?’’, by splitting out the modifier parts (‘‘that had a character’’
and ‘‘named Once-ler’’). (ii) Parse. We parse the main clause
and the modifier parts by Stanford Parser. (iii) Join. We join the
dependency trees of the main clause and the modifier parts into
a full dependency tree of the question by attachment relations.2

The decompose-parse-join manner faces two challenges: (i)
how to define main clause and modifier part (e.g., prepositional
phrase, participial phrase, infinitive phrase, and coordination).
For instance, in Fig. 3, we need to recognize the main clause
‘‘What movie was Taylor Swift in?’’ and the modifier parts ‘‘that
had a character’’ and ‘‘named Once-ler’’; (ii) how to represent
attachment relations between the main clause and a modifier part
or between two modifier parts. For instance, we need to represent
the attachment relation between ‘‘named Once-ler’’ and ‘‘that had
a character’’.

To address the above challenges, we present a lightweight
high-level formalism, called skeleton. Skeleton aims to represent
the structure of a question as a hierarchy, which consists of nodes

2 An attachment relation is a head-dependent relationship, linking a head to
word which is dependent on the head, e.g., acl:relcl or acl.
3

nd edges. A node represents the main clause or a modifier part.
n edge represents an attachment relation between nodes.

.3. Skeleton grammar

We first define skeleton in Section 2.3.1, and then discuss its
dvantages in Section 2.3.2.

.3.1. Definition of skeleton

efinition 1 (Skeleton). A skeleton is a directed tree where nodes
representing text spans are connected by edges representing
attachment relations. In a skeleton, a text span is attached from
a headword in another text span by an attachment relation.

Definition 2 (Text Span). A text span represents a phrase-level
or clause-level semantic unit. We consider four types of text
spans: Clause (S), a clause which forms a complete thought;
oun Phrase (NP), a sequence of words which surrounds at least

one noun; Verb Phrase (VP), a verb followed by a noun phrase;
and Prepositional Phrase (PP), a preposition followed by a noun
phrase as a complement.

Note that a skeleton parser is not required to identify the type
of a text span. These types only provide guidelines to skeleton
annotators.

Definition 3 (Attachment Relation). An attachment relation rep-
resents a dependency relation between text spans. We consider
seven types of dependency relations that are common in stan-
dard dependencies grammars: nominal modifier (nmod), its sub-
type possessive alternation (nmod:poss), adjectival clause (acl),
its sub-type relative clause modifier (acl:relcl), coordination
(conj), open clausal complement (xcomp), and adverbial clause
modifier (advcl).

These relations cover four categories of language structure
mentioned in Section 2.1. Specifically, the attachment relation
conj covers coordination; advcl covers subordination; xcomp
covers secondary predicate; acl, acl:relcl, nmod, and
nmod:poss cover nominal dependents.

Example 2. Fig. 4 shows a skeleton of our running example.
Specifically, the text span ‘‘named Once-ler’’ is connected from
its headword ‘‘character’’ in the text span ‘‘that had a character’’
with the attachment relation acl. The text span ‘‘that had a
character’’ is connected from its headword ‘‘movie’’ in the text
span ‘‘What movie was Taylor Swift in?’’ with the attachment
relation acl:cl. Note that a skeleton is generally not limited to
a chain structure as in this example. Skeleton can have a tree
structure.
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Fig. 4. An example of skeleton. The question is divided into three text spans
which are connected by two attachment relations from two different headwords
(underlined).

2.3.2. Advantages of skeleton
We summarize three advantages of skeleton.
(i) Different from full dependency parsing, skeleton parsing is

estricted to a proper subset of relations between particular types
f text spans representing the high-level structure of a question.
uch a lightweight parser specialized for addressing a bottleneck
n understanding a complex question (i.e., the decompose step)
as the potential to be trained to achieve higher accuracy than a
ull dependency parser. Further, the decomposed question would
e easier to be processed by a full dependency parser (i.e., the
arse step), thus improving the overall accuracy of parsing a
omplex question.
(ii) Unlike the traditional dependency grammar, for skeleton

e more naturally define the headword of a coordination struc-
ure. Specifically, in the traditional dependency grammar, the
oordination’s conj is a relation between the first conjunct and
he remaining conjuncts. In contrast, in the skeleton, we directly
ake the head of the first conjunct as the head of the remaining
onjuncts via the relation conj. For example, in the question
‘What is the route end of Birmingham and Oxford Junction Rail-
ay?’’, the headwords of ‘‘Birmingham’’ and ‘‘Oxford Junction
ailway’’ are both ‘‘end’’ in the skeleton.
(iii) Skeleton allows non-projective structure, which contains

‘crossing dependencies’’ among dependency relations. For exam-
le, the dependency tree of our running example in Fig. 4 is a
on-projective structure.

.4. Skeleton bank

We first present the collection of complex questions in Sec-
ion 2.4.1, and then describe the process of skeleton annotation
n Section 2.4.2.

.4.1. Question collection
We collect 15,166 questions from three complex KBQA

atasets over two different knowledge bases:

• GraphQuestions [19], from which we collect all 5166 ques-
tions—2558 for training and 2608 for testing;
• LC-QuAD 1.0 [20], from which we collect all 5000 ques-

tions—4000 for training and 1000 for testing;
• ComplexWebQuestions 1.1 [21], from which we randomly

sample 3000 questions from the training set, 1000 from the
validation set, and 1000 from the testing set.

.4.2. Skeleton annotation
Inspired by [23], we adopt a bootstrapping way to annotate

ll the questions in the training sets, as illustrated in Table 1.
esides, we manually annotate all the questions in the validation
nd testing sets.
To maintain the consistency of annotation, we take the follow-

ng three questions into consideration: whether a question needs
urther split, how to select the headword of a text span, and in
hat order to annotate a question. We summarize our principles
f annotation as follows.
 o

4

Table 1
A bootstrapping way of skeleton annotation.
Step Description

1 Sample 500 questions from the training set
2 Manually annotate the skeletons of these questions
3 Train a skeleton parser (Section 2.5)
4 Parse 500 new questions from the training set
5 Correct the skeletons of these questions
6 Use these skeletons to train a new skeleton parser
7 Goto Step 4 until all questions are processed

Table 2
Statistical analysis of the annotation on the training sets.

LC GraphQ CWQ

xcomp 12 54 31
advcl 8 12 46
acl 512 228 504
acl:relcl 1,166 320 1,362
conj 674 232 452
nmod:poss 240 91 128
nmod 4,204 2,286 3,568

Split or Non-Split. (i) We split a question that contains a mod-
ifier text span. We split a proper noun phrase if it contains a
modifier text span. For instance, in the question ‘‘What are places
to see near Lomography Gallery in Austin?’’, we split the noun
phase ‘‘Lomography Gallery in Austin’’ as it contains ‘‘in Austin’’.
(ii) We do not split a quotation which is viewed as a minimum
semantic unit. For instance, in the question ‘‘What highs school
was attended by the person who quoted ‘I played by the rules
of politics as I found them.’?’’, we do not split the quotation ‘‘I
played by the rules of politics as I found them.’’.

Headword Selection. We follow the principle in standard de-
pendency grammars. For coordination structure, however, we
take the head of the first conjunct as the head of the remaining
conjuncts as mentioned in Section 2.3.2.

Annotation Order. (i) To annotate nested modifiers, we adopt
a bottom-up way. For instance, given the question ‘‘Where was
the person who spoke about the Berlin Wall raised?’’, we firstly
annotate the text span ‘‘about the Berlin Wall’’ and then ‘‘who
spoke’’ because the former is more deeply nested, attached from
the headword ‘‘spoke’’ in the latter. (ii) To annotate parallel
modifiers, we adopt a right-to-left manner. For instance, given
the question ‘‘What was the name of the famous battle in 1836 in
San Antonio?’’ containing two parallel modifiers ‘‘in 1836’’ and ‘‘in
San Antonio’’, we firstly annotate the rightmost ‘‘in San Antonio’’
for consistency.

We provide a statistical analysis of the skeletons on the train-
ing sets, as shown in Table 2. The analysis shows that nested
modifiers (nmod, nmod:poss, and acl), relative clause modi-
fier (acl:relcl), and coordinating conjunctions (conj) are com-
on in the datasets, while subordination (advcl) and secondary
redicate (xcomp) are not very common.

.5. Algorithm for skeleton parsing

Now we present how to generate the skeleton T for an input
uestion sentence Q . We first give a skeleton parsing algorithm
n Section 2.5.1. Then, we detail the four procedures used in the
lgorithm in Sections 2.5.2–2.5.5.

.5.1. Algorithm
The design of our skeleton parser is based on two principles.

irst, to exploit existing pre-trained language models such as
ERT [24], we want to break down skeleton parsing into a set

f procedures that can be solved as standard fine-tuning tasks.
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Fig. 5. An example of skeleton parsing.

Algorithm 1 Skeleton Parsing

Require: A sentence Q
Ensure: The skeleton of Q

T ← tree with a root node Q
while Split(Q ) is true do
s← TextSpanPrediction(Q )
h← HeadwordIdentification(s, Q )
r ← AttachmentRelationClassification(s, Q )
Remove s from Q
Grow T with relation r from h ∈ Q to s

end while
return T

Second, these procedures should be defined such that they can
be fine-tuned with our skeleton bank, i.e., their training data can
be derived from our skeleton bank.

Specifically, Algorithm 1 parses a question sentence Q into
ts skeleton, denoted as T . The idea is to iteratively generate T .
nitially, T comprises a root node representing the entire question
entence Q as a text span. Then, we grow T by iteratively splitting
he remaining Q and adding a new edge. In each iteration, there
re four procedures. The Split procedure decides whether Q needs
urther split. The TextSpanPrediction procedure predicts the next
ext span to be split from Q , denoted as s. The text span s will be
emoved from Q and attached from a headword h in the remain-
ng Q . The headword h is identified by the HeadwordIdentification
rocedure. The AttachmentRelationClassification procedure deter-
ines the attachment relation r from h to s. The skeleton T is
ompleted when Q needs no further split.

xample 3. In Fig. 5, we illustrate the process of skeleton parsing.
n the first iteration, the text span ‘‘named Once-ler’’ is split
rom the question and attached from its headword ‘‘character’’
n the remaining question with attachment relation acl. In the
econd iteration, the text span ‘‘that had a character’’ is split and
ttached from ‘‘movie’’ with attachment relation acl:relcl. The

remaining ‘‘What movie was Taylor Swift in?’’ needs no further
split, so skeleton parsing is completed.

The four procedures are viewed as fine-tuning BERT [24] on
different tasks: sentence pair classification (SPC), single sentence
classification (SSC), and question answering (QA). Our BERT-based
implementation of the four procedures is presented in Fig. 6 and
detailed below.

2.5.2. Split
The split procedure decides whether Q needs further split.

We formulate it as an SSC task by a standard fine-tuned BERT
model. As illustrated in Fig. 6(a), we treat Q as a single sentence
fed into the model. The model outputs a distribution of proba-
bilities which stand for the possibility of each class: split or not.
Formally, we first encode Q by BERT and obtain the final hidden
vector hbert:

hbert
= BERT([CLS] Q [SEP]) , (1)
5

where hbert
0 is the vector representation for the special sym-

bol [CLS] token. We then feed hbert
0 into a linear layer followed

by a softmax classifier over the 2 classes. Finally, we obtain a
2-dimensional vector pSplit:
Split
= Softmax(Linear(hbert

0 )) , (2)

which represents the distribution of probabilities.
Training. We assume that OSplit

j ∈ OSplit is the ground-truth
label of the jth question in the training labels OSplit. We train the
model with a cross-entropy loss:

LSplit
= − log

exp(pSplit
j )∑

OSplit
i ∈OSplit exp(p

Split
i )

. (3)

Prediction. Given a question Q , we predict its split label by
argmax on pSplit:

plit =
{
false if argmax pSplit

= 0,
true if argmax pSplit

= 1.
(4)

2.5.3. TextSpanPrediction
The TextSpanPrediction procedure predicts the next modifier

text span s to be split from Q . We formulate it as a QA task by
standard fine-tuned BERT model. QA task needs two input se-
uences: a question and a paragraph. As illustrated in Fig. 6(b), we
isable the question input sequence. We treat Q as the paragraph

input sequence fed into the model. The model predicts s in Q .
Formally, we first encode Q by BERT and obtain the final hidden
vector hbert:

hbert
= BERT([CLS] Q [SEP]) , (5)

where hbert
i is the vector representation for the ith token. We then

feed hbert
i into a linear layer followed by a softmax classifier over

all the tokens. Finally, we obtain a 2-dimensional vector:

[pStart
i , pEnd

i ] = Softmax(Linear(hbert
i )) , (6)

where pStart
i and pEnd

i represent the probabilities of the ith token
being the start and end position of s. Following span prediction in
the QA task, we view the probability score pTextSpan

i,j as a candidate
text span from the ith token to the jth token by summing these
probabilities (subject to i ≤ j):
TextSpan
i,j = pStart

i + pEnd
j . (7)

Training. We assume that OStart
j ∈ OStart is the ground-truth

abel of the start position in the jth question in the training
abels OStart. OEnd

j ∈ OEnd is the ground-truth label of the end
osition in the jth question in the training labels OEnd. We train
he model with a cross-entropy loss. We average start loss LStart

nd end loss LEnd to compute the final training loss LTextSpan:

TextSpan
=

LStart
+ LEnd

2
,

LStart
= − log

exp(pStart
j )∑

OStart
i ∈OStart exp(pStart

i )
.

LEnd
= − log

exp(pEnd
j )∑

OEnd
i ∈O

End exp(pEnd
i )

.

(8)

Prediction. Given a question Q , we predict the text span s
by the maximum probability score from the ith token to the jth
token:

s = argmax pTextSpan
i,j . (9)
i,j
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.5.4. HeadwordIdentification
The HeadwordIdentification procedure identifies a headword h

in the remaining Q from which s is attached. We formulate it as
a QA task by a standard fine-tuned BERT model. QA task needs
two input sequences: a question and a paragraph. As illustrated
in Fig. 6(c), we treat s as the question. We treat the remaining Q
as the paragraph. We feed the two sequences into the model. The
model identifies h (restricted to a single word) in the remaining
sentence Q for s to connect. Formally, we first encode Q and s by
ERT and obtain the final hidden vector hbert:
bert
= BERT([CLS] s [SEP] Q [SEP]) , (10)

here hbert
i is the vector representation for the ith token. We then

eed hbert
i into a linear layer followed by a softmax classifier over

ll the tokens. Finally, we obtain an 1-dimensional vector:
Headword
i = Softmax(Linear(hbert

i )) , (11)

hich represents the probability of the ith token being the head-
ord h.
Training. We assume that OHeadword

j ∈ OHeadword is the ground-
ruth label of the headword position in the jth question in the
raining labels OHeadword. We train the model with a cross-entropy
oss:

Headword
= − log

exp(pHeadword
j )∑

OHeadword
i ∈OHeadword exp(pHeadword

i )
. (12)

Prediction. Given a pair of text span s and question Q , we
predict the headword h by the maximum probability score:

h = argmax
i

pHeadword
i . (13)

.5.5. AttachmentRelationClassification
The AttachmentRelationClassification procedure determines

he attachment relation r from h in the remaining Q to s. We
ormulate it as an SPC task by a standard fine-tuned BERT model.
 S

6

SPC task needs two input sentences. As illustrated in Fig. 6(d), we
treat s as sentence 1 and Q as sentence 2. We feed these sentences
into the model. The model outputs one of the seven predefined
attachment relations as r . Formally, we first encode Q and s by
BERT and obtain the final hidden vector hbert:

hbert
= BERT([CLS] s [SEP] Q [SEP]) , (14)

here hbert
0 is the vector representation for the special symbol

CLS] token. We then feed hbert
0 into a linear layer followed by a

softmax classifier over the 7 classes to compute a 7-dimensional
vector pRelation:

pRelation
= Softmax(Linear(hbert

0 )) , (15)

hich represents the probabilities of the seven attachment rela-
ions.

Training. We assume that ORelation
j ∈ ORelation is the ground-

ruth attachment relation between the jth question and the text
pan in the training labels ORelation. We train the model with a
ross-entropy loss:

Relation
= − log

exp(pRelation
j )∑

ORelation
i ∈ORelation exp(pRelation

i )
. (16)

Prediction. Given a pair of text span s and question Q , we
predict the attachment relation r by argmax on pRelation:

r = argmax pRelation . (17)

. Skeleton SP-based approach

In this section, we present a skeleton-based SP approach,
alled SSP. We give an overview of SSP in Section 3.1, and
hen we describe its two steps: ungrounded query generation in
ection 3.2 and grounded query generation in Section 3.3.
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Fig. 7. Modules and data flow in SSP. Ungrounded Query Generation converts a question into an intermediate ungrounded query which is KB-independent, by
extracting relations between recognized nodes from skeleton-guided dependencies. Grounded Query Generation maps the ungrounded query into a top-ranked
executable grounded query which is KB-dependent, by generating and scoring grounded variants.
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Fig. 8. A running example of SSP. (a) A complex question. (b) The skeleton
of the question. (c) The dependency tree of the question. (d) The ungrounded
query of the question constructed by dependency paths between nodes (bold
lines in the dependency tree). (e) The grounded formal query of the question.

3.1. Overview

Fig. 7 presents an overview of our approach SSP. A question is
firstly converted into an intermediate ungrounded query which is
KB-independent. Then, it is mapped into a grounded query which
is KB-dependent. We illustrate SSP by an example in Fig. 8.

Ungrounded Query Generation. Different from existing appr-
aches [4,13], we use skeleton parsing to construct an ungrounded
uery. Specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 7, given a question, we
irst perform skeleton parsing, as shown in Fig. 8(b), and then
erform dependency parsing within each identified text span.
he dependencies of text spans are then joined via attachment
elations in the skeleton, to form a full dependency tree for the
uestion, as shown in Fig. 8(c). The advantage of such two-stage
arsing is higher accuracy, because skeleton parsing adopts a
ightweight formalism, and dependency parsing processes sim-
le text spans (e.g., phrases or clauses). Meanwhile, we rec-
gnize nodes (i.e., entities, classes, and literals) in the ques-
ion (e.g., ‘‘Taylor Swift’’, ‘‘What movie’’, and ‘‘Once-ler’’). Given
he full dependency tree and the recognized nodes, an ungrou-
ded query is generated, as shown in Fig. 8(d). More details will
e presented in Section 3.2.
Grounded Query Generation. Different from existing works

4,13,25] which assume that the ungrounded query and the
rounded query are isomorphic (or subgraph isomorphic), we
enerate variants of an ungrounded query to be mapped to
7

the grounded query to allow heterogeneity. Specifically, we first
generate a set of variants of the original ungrounded query.
Meanwhile, each entity/literal node mention in the ungrounded
query is linked to a set of items in the KB (e.g., ‘‘Taylor Swift’’
is linked to m.0dl567 and ‘‘Once-ler’’ is linked to m.02t2k3 in
reebase). With the linked items, the variants are grounded into
set of formal queries. Then, all the grounded queries are scored.
inally, the top-ranked grounded query, as shown in Fig. 8(e), is
xecuted to retrieve answers from the KB. More details will be
resented in Section 3.3.

.2. Ungrounded query generation

Given a question, the goal of ungrounded query generation
s to generate a KB-independent graph-structured query which
epresents the meaning of the question. The generation consists
f four sub-tasks: skeleton parsing, dependency parsing, node
ecognition, and relation extraction. We have described skeleton
arsing in Section 2.5. We perform dependency parsing within
ach text span by Stanford Parser. We will describe node recog-
ition in Section 3.2.1 and relation extraction in Section 3.2.2.

.2.1. Node recognition
Node recognition is to recognize node mentions (i.e., entities,

lasses, and literals) in a question. The recognized mentions be-
ome nodes in the generated ungrounded query. To recognize
odes, we use a combination of four tools: BERT-based classifier,
tanford Named Entity Recognizer (NER) [26], SUTime [27], and
quotation lexicon.
(i) BERT-based classifier. We implement a BERT-based clas-

ifier to recognize nodes in a question. We view it as a se-
uence labeling problem. We annotate node mentions by four
ags (i.e., entity, class, literal, and O representing others). (ii) Stan-
ord NER. We use the tool to recognize entity and literal mentions.
e treat some types of named entities (e.g., person, organization,
isc, nationality, city, and country) as entity mentions. We treat

emporal values (e.g., date) as literal mentions. (iii) SUTime. We
se SUTime to recognize and normalize temporal expressions in
question. For instance, in the question ‘‘in what event ended

ater than 9 January 1977?’’, the temporal expression ‘‘9 January
977’’ is recognized with a normalized value of ‘‘1977-01-09’’. (iv)
uotation lexicon. We construct a quotation lexicon by collecting
ll the labels of the entities of type media_common.quotation
n Freebase. We view a quotation as an entity mention.

Note that we give priority to long mentions if two mentions
ecognized by these tools overlap. Besides, given a recognized
lass mention, we will heuristically treat it as an answer node
f it begins with a wh-word (e.g., what, who, where, and how).

xample 4. Given the question in Fig. 8(a), ‘‘What movie’’ is a
lass mention. ‘‘Taylor Swift’’ and ‘‘Once-ler’’ are entity mentions.
he answer node of the question is ‘‘What movie’’.
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3.2.2. Relation extraction
Relation extraction is to extract relations from a question,

hich are mapped to relations in the KB. Relations are often
xplicitly referred to by phrases in questions. However, some
mplicit relations are not mentioned in questions. We reuse a
ependency-based node-first framework [4] to extract relations.
Specifically, with recognized node mentions and the depen-

ency tree of a question, the node-first approach extracts re-
ations from dependency paths between nodes. These relations
orm an ungrounded query. For details about this approach please
ee [4].

xample 5. In Fig. 8(d), we extract two relations from the
ependency tree of the question in Fig. 8(c). One relation is
‘was’’ between the class ‘‘What movie’’ and the entity ‘‘Taylor
wift’’. The other relation is ‘‘had character named’’ between
he class ‘‘What movie’’ and the entity ‘‘Once-ler’’. The words in
ependency paths form relation names.

.3. Grounded query generation

Given an ungrounded query, the goal of grounded query gen-
ration is to generate a KB-dependent grounded query which
epresents a formal query underlying the question. The grounded
uery is executed to retrieve answers from the KB. The generation
onsists of four sub-tasks: variant generation in Section 3.3.1,
ode linking in Section 3.3.2, grounding in Section 3.3.3, and slot
atching (BERT) scoring in Section 3.3.4.

.3.1. Variant generation
To alleviate structural mismatches between the ungrounded

uery and the grounded query, we generate variants of the un-
rounded query by performing two operations. (i) CONTRACT
peration, inspired by [13]. This operation takes two nodes con-
ected by a relation and merges them into a new node. When
he answer node is a wh-word and the relation name is ‘‘name’’
r empty, the operation will be triggered. (ii) BREAK operation.
fter performing relation extraction in Section 3.2.2, we observe
hat an n-ary relation (n > 2) in a question may lead to a cycle
tructure in the ungrounded query, e.g., in the question ‘‘what
pecialties are associated with hiv in the uab hospital?’’. We obtain
spanning tree of the structure by removing all entity–entity,
ntity–literal, and literal–literal edges.

xample 6. (i) CONTRACT. In the question ‘‘What is the name of
he artist which worked on the subsequent work of Ella Loves
ole?’’, there is a relation ‘‘name’’ between the answer node
‘What’’ and the class mention ‘‘artist’’. These nodes are merged
nto a new node, labeled ‘‘artist’’. (ii) BREAK. In the question
‘what specialties are associated with hiv in the uab hospital?’’,
here is a relation ‘‘associated’’ involving three nodes: ‘‘what spe-
ialties’’, ‘‘hiv’’, and ‘‘uab hospital’’. After relation extraction, there
re three relations between the three nodes. BREAK removes the
ntity–entity relation between ‘‘hiv’’ and ‘‘uab hospital’’.

.3.2. Node linking
Node linking is the task of deciding which KB items are re-

erred to by mentions in a question. We formulate node linking
s a lexicon alignment problem. The problem is divided into two
ub-tasks: entity linking and entity disambiguation. We present
simple dictionary-based approach which contains specific dic-
ionaries and strategies of disambiguation for different KBs. f

8

• DBpedia (version 2016-04). To link entities, we collect la-
bels, anchors, and redirects of all entities in the KB, as three
lexicons. To disambiguate the linked entities, we compute
scores of the entities by a weighted sum of scores on each
lexicon.3 Afterward, we select 10 top-ranked entities and
re-rank these entities by their degrees.
• Freebase (version 2013-06). To link entities, we collect la-

bels and aliases of all entities in the KB, as two lexicons.
We also collect entities with their popularity scores4 from
ClueWeb [28], as a lexicon. Besides, we use the quotation
lexicon constructed in Section 3.2.1. To disambiguate the
linked entities, we compute scores of these entities by a
weighted sum on each lexicon.5
• Freebase (version 2015-08-09). We use an existing entity

linker [29] to find matching entities and score these entities.

We simply choose the top-ranked KB item for each mention.
esides, we directly link normalized literal mentions to KB items
y exact match. For instance, the temporal value ‘‘1977-01-09’’ is
inked to 1977-01-09 of type type.datetime in Freebase.

3.3.3. Grounding
We select an ungrounded query having the fewest edges.

The selected ungrounded query is grounded into a set of formal
queries by mapping functions, which consist of node map and
edge map. (i) Node map. We link entity and literal mentions in the
selected ungrounded query to entities and literals in the KB, re-
spectively, as grounded nodes. We allow each variable (i.e., class
mention) to be linked to an arbitrary item in the KB. (ii) Edge
map. We allow an edge in the ungrounded query to be mapped
to an 1-hop or 2-hops-with-mediator relation in the KB.6 In our
implementation, we explore the KB to generate subgraphs which
are isomorphic to the selected ungrounded query, by enumerat-
ing all possible relations that connect adjacent grounded nodes.
The subgraphs are viewed as candidate grounded queries.

Example 7. After grounding the ungrounded query in Fig. 8(d),
we obtain a set of candidate grounded queries. The grounded
query in Fig. 8(e) is one of the candidate grounded queries. Each
edge in the ungrounded query is mapped to a 2-hops-with-
mediator relation in the grounded query.

Having collected candidate grounded queries, we need to lin-
earize these queries, in order to encode these queries. To lin-
earize a grounded query in a deterministic way, we use canon-
ical code [31], which is a sequence of relations and direction
signs (+,−) as illustrated in Fig. 9(b). A code is generated from
grounded query (e.g., Fig. 9(a)) by a DFS-based procedure [31].
hen, we construct a relation sequence by replacing each relation
n the canonical code with its surface form (e.g., its rdfs:label),
as shown in Fig. 9(c). Note that in Section 3.3.4 we also rely on

3 The weights are 0.5, 0.3, 0.2 on the three lexicons, respectively. The score
f an entity mention on each lexicon is 1 if the entity mention exists in the
exicon, otherwise 0.
4 Given a mention and its linked entity, we use the normalized frequency of

he mention referring to the entity in ClueWeb, as the entity’s popularity score.
5 The weights are 1.0, 0.9, 1.0, 1.0 on the four lexicons, respectively. The

core of an entity mention on each of the label, alias, and quotation lexicons is
if the entity mention exists in the lexicon, otherwise 0. The score of an entity
ention on the ClueWeb lexicon is its popular score if the entity mention exists

n the lexicon, otherwise 0.
6 We consider mediator entities in Freebase. A mediator is an entity of
special category—compound value type (CVT). CVT is not real-world entity.

t represents an event or relationship among multiple entities [30]. For in-
tance, in Fig. 8(e), variable y is a mediator which represents a instance of
ilm.performance in Freebase.
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Fig. 9. An example of linearization of a grounded query. (a) A grounded query.
(b) The canonical code of the grounded query. (c) The relation sequence of the
canonical code.

Fig. 10. The architecture of slot matching (BERT) scoring.

canonical codes to identify the positive grounded query among
the candidates during training.

3.3.4. Slot matching (BERT) scoring
To rank candidate grounded queries, we adopt and extend an

xisting semantic matching model—slot matching (BERT) scor-
ng [11]. It is a self-attention model which exploits the struc-
ure of a grounded query and uses multiple attention scores to
ompare each relation in the query with the question.
The architecture of slot matching (BERT) scoring is shown in

ig. 10. First, we encode an abstract question7 Q and a relation
equence8 P to obtain their vector representations. They are
oncatenated and then fed into BERT:
bert
= BERT([CLS] Q [SEP] P [SEP]) , (18)

hich is the final hidden vectors.

xample 8. In Fig. 8, the abstract question of the question
n (a) and the relation sequence of the grounded query in (e) are
oncatenated as follows: [CLS] What movie was ⟨E⟩ in that had
character named ⟨E⟩? [SEP] + starring [SEP] + character [SEP] +
tarring [SEP] + actor [SEP]’’.

7 An abstract question is obtained by replacing entity/literal mentions in a
uestion with dummy tokens ⟨E⟩/⟨L⟩, e.g., ‘‘What movie was ⟨E⟩ in that had a
haracter named ⟨E⟩?’’.
8 P is a relation sequence mentioned in Section 3.3.3 with the delimiter [SEP].
.g., ‘‘+ starring [SEP] + character [SEP] + starring [SEP] + actor’’.
 t

9

Second, following [11], for each relation pj, we obtain its
epresentation pj from hbert. pj corresponds to the representation
f the special token [SEP] prior to pj.
Third, given pj, we compute the relation-aware question rep-

esentation qj. Specifically, we first obtain question Q ’s hidden
ectors qbert from hbert. Then, we compute attention weights αij
n Eq. (20). The attention weights reflect the important parts
f Q , given the jth relation. Finally, we compute qj by a weighted
um:

j =

m∑
i=1

αijqbert
i , (19)

here m is the number of words in Q , and

ij =
exp(eij)∑m
k=1 exp(ekj)

,

eij = qbert
i
⊤
· kj ,

(20)

here qbert
i is the ith vector in qbert, and kj is a trainable vector.

Finally, we compute a similarity score—scorew(Q , P) using the
um of dot products between qj and pj:

corew(Q , P) =
n∑

j=1

qj
⊤
· pj , (21)

here n is the number of relations.
Training. We train the model with a margin ranking loss,

hich maximizes the margin between the relation sequence P+
f the positive grounded query and the relation sequence P− of
he negative grounded query:
Slot
= max(0, 1− scorew(Q , P+)+ scorew(Q , P−)) . (22)

Prediction. Given an abstract question Q and a set of candidate
rounded queries G = {G1, . . . ,Gt

} with their corresponding
relation sequences P = {P1, . . . , P t

}, we select the top-ranked
grounded query G∗ by argmax on the similarity scores between Q
and P i:

G∗ = argmax
1≤i≤t

scorew(Q , P i) . (23)

Compared with [11], our implementation improves it in three
aspects. (i) We adopt canonical code to linearize a grounded
query. The canonical code satisfies that the linearization of a
query is unique, which is not guaranteed in [11]. (ii) We extend
the model to handle longer relation chains. The original imple-
mentation in [11] is limited to two relations, while we allow
four relations. (iii) We compute similarity scores by comparing
abstract questions with grounded queries. Compared with using
concrete questions in [11], using abstract questions alleviates the
negative influence of entity/literal mentions.

4. Skeleton IR-based approach

In this section, we present a skeleton-based IR approach,
called SIR. We give an overview of SIR in Section 4.1, and
then we describe its two steps: dependency path generation in
Section 4.2 and grounded path generation in Section 4.3.

4.1. Overview

Fig. 11 presents an overview of our approach SIR. Given
a question, we firstly generate its dependency paths between
the answer node and the topic entities in the question. Then,
we retrieve candidate grounded paths from a given KB.9 The

9 Grounded path is a relation path by anchoring topic entity and retrieving
he KB.
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Fig. 11. Modules and data flow in SIR. Dependency Path Generation extracts dependency paths between recognized topic entities and answer nodes from skeleton-
uided dependencies. Grounded Path Generation retrieves and returns a top-ranked grounded path and its corresponding answers, by scoring grounded paths based
n dependency paths.
Fig. 12. A running example of SIR. (a) A complex question. (b) The skeleton
f the question. (c) The dependency tree of the question. (d) The dependency
ath of the question constructed from the dependency path between the answer
ode ‘‘Where’’ and the topic entity ‘‘Berlin Wall’’ (bold lines in the dependency
ree). (e) The grounded path of the question.

andidate grounded paths are ranked by path matching scoring.
he top-ranked grounded path and its corresponding answers are
eturned. We illustrate SIR by an example in Fig. 12.

Dependency Path Generation. Different from existing appro-
ches [17,18], we use skeleton parsing to construct dependency
aths. Specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 11, we first perform skele-
on parsing, as shown in Fig. 12(b), and then perform dependency
arsing within each identified text span. The dependencies of text
pans are joined via attachment relations in the skeleton, to form
full dependency tree of the question, as shown in Fig. 12(c).
eanwhile, we recognize nodes (i.e., answer nodes, topic entities,
nd literals) in the question (e.g., the answer node ‘‘Where’’ and
he topic entity ‘‘Berlin Wall’’ in our running example). Given
he full dependency tree and the recognized nodes, we extract
ependency paths between the answer node and the entity/literal
odes, as shown in Fig. 12(d). More details will be presented in
ection 4.2.
Grounded Path Generation. We aim to generate a grounded

path with its corresponding answers. Specifically, we first per-
form node linking to decide which KB items are referred to by the
topic entity/literal mentions in the question. For instance, ‘‘Berlin
Wall’’ is linked to m.017f5 in Freebase. Then, starting from the
linked topic entity, we retrieve candidate grounded paths from
the KB, as shown in Fig. 12(e). Finally, candidate grounded paths
are ranked by path matching scoring, which computes similarity
scores between dependency paths and candidate grounded paths.
More details will be presented in Section 4.3.
10
4.2. Dependency path generation

Given a question, the goal of dependency path generation is to
extract dependency paths which represent the dependencies in
the question. The generation consists of four sub-tasks: skeleton
parsing, dependency parsing, node recognition, and dependency
path extraction. Skeleton parsing has been described in Section 2.
We perform dependency parsing within each identified text span
by Stanford Parser. Node recognition has been described in Sec-
tion 3.2.1. For dependency path extraction, following [17,32], we
extract the paths between the answer node and each entity/literal
mention in the full dependency tree of a question.

Example 9. In Fig. 12(d), a dependency path between the answer
node ‘‘Where’’ and the topic entity ‘‘Berlin Wall’’ is extracted from
the dependency tree in Fig. 12(c).

4.3. Grounded path generation

Given the dependency paths and the ungrounded nodes, the
goal of grounded path generation is to generate a grounded path
with its corresponding answers. The generation consists of three
sub-tasks: node linking, path retrieval, and path matching (BERT)
scoring. Node linking has been described in Section 3.3.2. We will
describe path retrieval in Section 4.3.1 and path matching (BERT)
scoring in Section 4.3.2.

4.3.1. Path retrieval
Starting from the linked grounded nodes (i.e., the linked topic

entities and literals), we retrieve candidate grounded paths from
a given KB. Specifically, if there is only one grounded node, we
retrieve all the 1-hop and 2-hop relation paths starting from this
node. If there are more than one grounded node, we retrieve all
the 2-hop relation paths between each pair of them.

In particular, for Freebase we allow an existential mediator in
each hop relation. Different from [30,32], we explore longer rela-
tion paths. Specifically, existing works explore 1-hop and 2-hops-
with-1-mediator relation paths. By contrast, we retrieve 1-hop,
2-hops, 3-hops-with-1-mediator, and 4-hops-with-2-mediators
relation paths. Having collected candidate grounded paths, we
linearize each path using its canonical code as mentioned in
Section 3.3.3.

Example 10. The relation sequence in Fig. 13(c) is generated
from the canonical code in Fig. 13(b), which is generated from
the grounded path in Fig. 13(a).

4.3.2. Path matching (BERT) scoring
Candidate grounded paths are ranked by path-based matching

scoring, called Path Matching. We leverage dependency struc-
ture to compute the similarity between the question and each
candidate grounded path.
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Fig. 13. An example of linearization of a grounded path. (a) A grounded path. (b) The canonical code of the grounded path. (c) The relation sequence of the canonical
code.
Fig. 14. The architecture of path matching (BERT) scoring.

The architecture of Path Matching is shown in Fig. 14. First,
e encode an abstract question Qw, a dependency path Q dep, and

a relation sequence10 P to obtain their vector representations.
Specifically, they are concatenated and then fed into BERT:

hbert
= BERT([CLS] Qw [SEP] Q dep [SEP] P [SEP]) , (24)

hich is the final hidden vectors. Note that we incorporate 81
pecific tags11 into unused token positions in the vocabulary of
BERT to encode these tags.

Example 11. The abstract question of the question in Fig. 12(a),
the dependency path in Fig. 12(d), and the relation sequence of
the grounded path in Fig. 12(e) are concatenated into a sequence:
‘‘[CLS] Where was the person who spoke about the ⟨E⟩ raised?
SEP] Where

←−−−−
advmod raised

−−−−−→
nsubjpass person

−−−−−→
acl : relcl spoke

−−→
mod ⟨E⟩ [SEP] speeches or presentations on this topic [SEP]
peaker s [SEP] - place of birth [SEP]’’.

Second, we compute scorew which represents the similarity
etween Qw and P . We compute scorew by the sum of dot
roducts between the relation-aware question representation qj

and the jth relation’s representation pj:

scorew
=

n∑
j=1

qj
⊤
· pj , (25)

where n is the number of relations in the relation sequence, pj is
extracted from hbert, and qj is computed by Eq. (19).

10 P is a relation sequence mentioned in Section 4.3.1 with the delimiter [SEP],
.g., ‘‘speeches or presentations on this topic [SEP] speaker s [SEP] - place of
irth’’
11 The tags consist of dependency relation labels with directions, relation
irection signs (i.e., +, -), and dummy tokens (i.e., ⟨E⟩ , ⟨L⟩).
11
Third, we compute scoredep which represents the similarity
between Q dep and P . We compute scoredep by the sum of dot
products between pj and the relation-aware dependency path
representation qdep

j :

scoredep
=

n∑
j=1

qdep
j
⊤

· pj . (26)

To compute qdep
j , we first obtain the dependency path Q dep’s

hidden vectors qdep-bert from hbert. Then, we compute attention
weights α

dep
zj in Eq. (28). The attention weights reflect the impor-

tant parts of Q dep, given the jth relation. Finally, we obtain qdep
j

by a weighted sum:

qdep
j =

k∑
z=1

α
dep
zj qdep-bert

z , (27)

where k is the number of words in Q dep, and

α
dep
zj =

exp(ezj)∑k
c=1 exp(ecj)

,

ezj = qdep-bert
z

⊤
· pj ,

(28)

where qdep-bert
z is the zth vector in qdep-bert.

We combine scorew and scoredep by concatenating them
into a vector fed into a linear layer. The output of the linear layer
is a scalar:

score(Qw,Q dep, P) = Linear([scorew, scoredep
]) . (29)

Final Score. We compute the final score by the sum of
score(Qw,Q dep_i, P):

sim(Qw,Qdep, P) =
s∑

i=1

score(Qw,Q dep_i, P) , (30)

where Qdep is the set of s dependency paths. Recall that we
extract a set of dependency paths from a question. To train the
model efficiently, we set s = 2.12

Training. We train the model with a margin ranking loss,
which maximizes the margin between the positive grounded
path P+ and the negative grounded path P−:

Ldep
= max(0, 1−sim(Qw,Qdep, P+)+sim(Qw,Qdep, P−)) . (31)

Prediction. Given an abstract question Qw with its dependency
paths Qdep and candidate grounded paths P = {P1, . . . , P t

},
we select the top-ranked grounded path P∗ by argmax on the
similarity scores between Qw, Qdep, and P i:

P∗ = argmax
1≤i≤t

sim(Qw,Qdep, P i) . (32)

12 According to our observation on complex KBQA datasets, most questions
contain no more than two dependency paths to be selected. If there are more
than two, we will randomly choose two of them.
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Table 3
Statistics of the three complex KBQA datasets.

Total Train Validate Test KB

LCQ 5,000 3,500 500 1,000 DBpedia
GraphQ 5,166 2,254 304 2,608 Freebase
CWQ 34,689 27,639 3,519 3,531 Freebase

5. Experiments

We present three complex KBQA datasets in Section 5.1, eval-
ation metrics in Section 5.2, baselines in Section 5.3, and imple-
entation details in Section 5.4. Then, we compare our approach
ith the baselines in Section 5.5, and perform ablation studies

n Section 5.6. Next, we run an intrinsic evaluation of skeletons
n Section 5.7. Finally, we analyze the errors of our approach
n Section 5.8 and report its run time in Section 5.9. Note that
s our implementation relies on existing approaches—a SP-based
pproach [4], an IR-based approach [11], and a semantic matching
pproach [32], our experiments will give particular attention to
he effectiveness of our proposed add-on (i.e., skeleton parsing).

.1. Datasets

Our experiments are performed on three popular complex
BQA datasets over two popular KBs. Some statistics of the
atasets are presented in Table 3. The questions in these datasets
ontain as many as an average of 10–15 words, thereby posing
great challenge to dependency parsing for capturing long-

istance dependencies.
LC-QuAD 1.0 (LCQ) [20] contains 5000 questions over DBpe-

ia (version 2016-04).13 About 82% of the questions contain more
han one relation, and/or involve boolean/count operations. We
se the training set and testing set provided by the dataset. Due
o the lack of validation set, we randomly sample seven-eighth
f the original training set as a new training set and the left as a
alidation set.
GraphQuestions (GraphQ) [19] contains 5166 questions over

reebase (version 2013-06).14 About 55% of the questions con-
ain more than one relation, and/or involve an aggregate opera-
ion (i.e., count, superlative, or comparative). We use the training
et and testing set provided by the dataset. Due to the lack of
alidation set, we randomly sample seven-eighth of the original
raining set as a new training set and the left as a validation set.

ComplexWebQuestions 1.1 (CWQ) [21] contains 34,689 ques-
ions over Freebase (version 2015-08-09).15 All the questions
ave a complex structure (i.e., composition or conjunction) and/or
n aggregate operation (i.e., superlative or comparative). We use
he training set, validation set, and testing set provided by the
ataset. Note that the questions in this dataset can also be an-
wered based on the provided textual snippets. Our work, how-
ver, only employs the KB.

.2. Evaluation metrics

Following common practice in the literature, we use three
etrics—macro F1 (m-F1), average F1 (avg-F1), and precisi-
n@1 (P@1). To be comparable with baselines, we report m-F1
nd avg-F1 on LCQ, report avg-F1 on GraphQ, and report avg-F1
nd P@1 on CWQ.

13 https://github.com/AskNowQA/LC-QuAD
14 https://github.com/ysu1989/GraphQuestions
15 https://www.tau-nlp.org/compwebq
12
Macro F1 (m-F1): It first computes the precision and recall
macro-averaged over all the n questions, and then computes
F-measure:

recall(q) =
number of correctly predicted answers for q

number of gold-standard answers for q
,

precision(q) =
number of correctly predicted answers for q

number of predicted answers for q
,

Macro R =
1
n

n∑
i=1

recall(qi),

Macro P =
1
n

n∑
i=1

precision(qi),

acro F1 = 2×
Macro R×Macro P
Macro R+Macro P

,

(33)

Following [33], we define both recall and precision as 0 in the
following cases: (i) No answer is predicted, but there is a gold-
standard answer. (ii) The predicted answer type differs from the
gold-standard type.

Average F1 (avg-F1): It first computes F1 on each question, and
then averages F1 over all the n questions:

F1(q) = 2×
recall(q)× precision(q)
recall(q)+ precision(q)

,

Average F1 =
1
n

n∑
i=1

F1(qi) .
(34)

ollowing [19], we define recall, precision, and F1 as 0, 1, and 0,
espectively, when no answer is predicted.

Precision@1 (P@1): It refers to whether the highest scored an-
wer matches one of the gold-standard answers [34]. We average
he results over all the n questions to obtain P@1:

@1(q) =
{
1 if a ∈ A,
0 if a ̸∈ A,

P@1 =
1
n

n∑
i=1

P@1(qi) ,
(35)

here a is the highest scored answer to q and A is the set of all
old-standard answers to q.

.3. Baselines

We compare with 16 state-of-the-art methods, as shown in
able 4. SPARQA represents an early version of our approach. For
ther baseline methods we directly present their results reported
n the literature. Note that for a fair comparison, we do not
ompare with methods that rely on gold-standard linked entities
uch as [11,41,42].
Specifically, we compare with 3 methods on LCQ. For QAmp

nd WDAQua, their results are from [33]. We compare with
methods on GraphQ. For JACANA, PARASEMPRE, and SEMPRE,

heir results are from [19]. For PARA4QA, RANKING, SCANNER,
NSP, and UDEPLAMBDA, their results are from [5,13,25,35,37].
e compare with 6 methods on CWQ. For GRAFT-Net and HR-
iLSTM, their results are from [40]. For KBQA-GST and QGG, their
esults are from [8,40]. For SPLITQA, its results are from [21].
he reader is referred to Section 6 where we detail each method.
e would like to particularly highlight three of them: JACANA,
DEPLAMBDA, and SPARQA, which rely on dependency parsing.

https://github.com/AskNowQA/LC-QuAD
https://github.com/ysu1989/GraphQuestions
https://www.tau-nlp.org/compwebq
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Table 4
The baselines to compare.
Baseline Technique Dataset

LCQ GraphQ CWQ

QAmp [33] SP-based
√

WDAqua [10] SP-based
√

JACANA [18] IR-based
√

PARA4QA [35] Paraphrase
√

PARASEMPRE [36] Paraphrase
√

RANKINGa [37] IR-based
√

SCANNER [25] SP-based
√

SEMPRE [38] SP-based
√

TNSP [5] SP-based
√

UDEPLAMBDA [13] SP-based
√

GRAFT-Net [39] Graph CNN
√

HR-BiLSTM [9] IR-based
√

KBQA-GST [40] IR-based
√

QGGa [8] SP-based
√

SPLITQA [34] Decomposition
√

SPARQAa [6] SP-based
√ √ √

aRepresents a BERT-based approach.

5.4. Implementation details

We describe hyper-parameters in Section 5.4.1, and describe
ggregation functions in Section 5.4.2.

.4.1. Hyper-parameters
We detail the hyper-parameters for the semantic matching

odels (i.e., slot matching scoring and path matching scoring),
he four procedures in skeleton parsing, and the BERT-based clas-
ifier for node recognition. We train the models on the training
et, tune hyper-parameters on the validation set, and report their
erformance on the testing set. We optimize the models with
dam optimizer. For BERT, we use BERTBASE (L = 12, H = 768, A
12, total parameters = 110M). All questions are tokenized by
oreNLP [16].
For the semantic matching models, batch size is tuned

mongst {16, 32, 64}, learning rate is tuned amongst {1e−5,
e−5, 5e−5}, and epochs is 3. We obtain the gold-standard
uery/path of each question as positive examples. We randomly
ample 100 non-gold-standard grounded queries/paths from can-
idate grounded queries/paths as negative examples. We set the
aximum number of relations in a query/path to 2, 3, 4 for LCQ,
raphQ, CWQ, respectively. Regarding the max sequence length,
e allow 20 for the abstract question, 20 for the dependency
ath, and 20 for the surface form of each relation. This setting
stablishes a satisfying trade-off between efficiency and effective-
ess, based on which trimming is encountered very occasionally
3%).

For the four procedures, batch size is tuned amongst {8, 16,
2}, learning rate is tuned amongst {1e−5, 3e−5, 5e−5}, and
pochs is tuned amongst {5, 10, 20, 50, 100}. The max sequence
ength is set to 32. These procedures are trained and tuned based
n the annotated skeletons in the training and validation sets,
espectively.

For the BERT-based classifier, our hyper-parameters are the
ame as in the above procedures. On LCQ, we manually anno-
ate class mentions of all the questions and use entity mentions
rom [43]. On GraphQ, we manually annotate class mentions of
ll the questions and use entity/literal mentions from GraphQ. On
WQ, we manually annotate entity/class/literal mentions on the

ame questions as the skeleton bank.

13
able 5
Performance comparison on LCQ.

P R m-F1 avg-F1

QAmp 25.00 50.00 33.00 –
SPARQA 39.99 39.62 39.80 39.34
WDAqua 22.00 38.00 28.00 –

SSP 45.68 45.45 45.53 45.06
SIR 49.83 49.60 49.72 49.07

Table 6
Performance comparison on GraphQ.

avg-F1

JACANA 5.08
PARA4QA 20.40
PARASEMPRE 12.79
RANKING 25.00
SCANNER 17.02
SEMPRE 10.80
SPARQA 21.53
TNSP 17.30
UDEPLAMBDA 17.70

SSP 27.65
SIR 28.66

Table 7
Performance comparison on CWQ.

avg-F1 P@1

GRAFT-Net 26.00 30.10
HR-BiLSTM 31.20 33.30
KBQA-GST 36.50 39.30
QGG 40.40 44.10
SPARQA 31.48 31.57
SPLITQA – 34.20

SSP 39.94 40.13
SIR 44.42 45.12

5.4.2. Aggregation functions
We consider a hierarchical classification of questions involv-

ing aggregation functions.16 To automatically classify a question,
we implement a BERT-based classifier whose hyper-parameters
are the same as above. Following [30], we implement aggrega-
tion functions by enumerating candidate answers’ neighboring
1-hop and 2-hops-with-mediator numerical relation paths. Fol-
lowing [5], we use a count operation to answer count questions.
We use a simple function to answer boolean questions: if the
score of the top-ranked grounded query/path is larger than a
threshold (0.5), we will predict true, otherwise false.

5.5. Comparison with baselines

We summarize the results on LCQ in Table 5. SIR and SSP out-
erform all the baselines on this dataset. The results demonstrate
he effectiveness of our approach. Specifically, (i) SIR achieves
49.72 (m-F1), by an increase of 9.92% compared with the current
best baseline SPARQA. This increase is mainly attributed to our
Path Matching. (ii) SSP (45.53) outperforms the two SP-based
approaches (i.e., QAmp and SPARQA). In particular, SSP is 5.73%
higher than SPARQA, which demonstrates that our novel slot
matching scoring is more effective than the multi-strategy scoring
used in SPARQA.

We summarize the results on GraphQ in Table 6. SIR and
SSP both outperform the state of the art on this dataset. The

16 LCQ contains select, count, and boolean questions. GraphQ contains select,
count, comparative (>=, >,<=, <), and superlative (argmax and argmin) ques-
tions. CWQ contains composition, conjunction, superlative (argmax and argmin),
and comparative (>, <) questions.
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Table 8
Ablation study.

LCQ GraphQ CWQ

m-F1 avg-F1 avg-F1 avg-F1 P@1

SSP 45.56 45.06 27.65 39.94 40.13
SSP w/o skeleton 38.70 38.13 28.99 37.02 37.33

SIR 49.72 49.07 28.66 44.42 45.12
SIR w/o skeleton 48.25 47.62 27.62 43.46 44.80

results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach. Specifi-
cally, (i) SIR obtains 28.66, a 3.66% improvement over the current
best baseline RANKING. The improvement is mainly attributed
to our Path Matching. (ii) SSP gets 27.65, outperforming all
he SP-based baselines. In particular, SSP is 9.95% better than
he dependency-based UDEPLAMBDA. It is also 6.12% higher than
PARQA, showing the effectiveness of slot matching scoring in
SP on this dataset.
We summarize the results on CWQ in Table 7. SIR achieves

tate-of-the-art results (44.42 avg-F1 and 45.12 P@1) on this
ataset, while SSP also shows competitive results (39.94 avg-F1
nd 40.13 P@1). Specifically, (i) SIR outperforms the current best
aseline QGG, by an increase of 4.02% avg-F1 and 1.02% P@1. (ii)
SP reaches 39.94, which outperforms SPARQA by an increase of
.46%. However, SSP is 0.46% lower than the current best baseline
GG. One reason is that QGG effectively uses beam search to
uide the generation of grounded queries, which we will consider
n future work.

.6. Ablation study

To demonstrate the usefulness of our main technical con-
ribution (i.e., skeleton parsing), we perform an ablation study
y removing skeleton parsing from SSP and SIR. Specifically,
e remove skeleton parsing, and directly generate dependencies
y Stanford Parser, which are then fed into the downstream
ngrounded query generation in SSP and dependency path gen-
ration in SIR.
The results are shown in Table 8.
(i) SSP vs SSP w/o skeleton. By removing skeleton parsing, m-

1 decreases notably from 45.56 to 38.70 by 6.86% on LCQ, and
@1 decreases from 40.13 to 37.33 by 2.80% on CWQ. Interest-
ngly, avg-F1 slightly increases on GraphQ, which is related to
ur aggregation functions (Section 5.4.2) which have a negative
nfluence on SSP on GraphQ and distort the results. Indeed, by
emoving aggregation functions on GraphQ, the avg-F1 of SSP
ncreases by 1.35 to 29.00, which as expected is above 28.75,
he avg-F1 of SSP w/o skeleton. Such difference is not as large
s those on LCQ and CWQ because the questions in GraphQ are
elatively short and easy to be handled even without perform-
ng skeleton parsing. Still, the above results generally demon-
trate that skeleton parsing helps to improve ungrounded query
eneration in SSP.
(ii) SIR vs SIR w/o skeleton. By removing skeleton parsing,

-F1 decreases from 49.72 to 48.25 by 1.47% on LCQ, avg-F1
ecreases from 28.66 to 27.62 by 1.04% on GraphQ, and P@1
ecreases from 45.12 to 44.80 by 0.32% on CWQ. Therefore,
he results demonstrate that skeleton parsing helps to improve
ependency path generation in SIR.

.7. Evaluation of skeleton parsing

The above ablation study has shown the usefulness of our
keleton parsing in an extrinsic manner—through the down-
tream KBQA task. Now we perform an intrinsic evaluation by

omparing the outputs of our skeleton parser with manually

14
able 9
Performance of skeleton parsing.

LCQ GraphQ CWQ

LAS of Skeleton 94.58 92.35 94.22

Accuracy of Split 99.46 98.97 99.61
Accuracy of TextSpanPrediction 98.06 97.92 97.99
Accuracy of HeadwordIdentification 97.59 94.55 97.43
Accuracy of AttachmentRelationClassification 99.35 98.51 99.28

Table 10
Transferred performance of skeleton parsing (trained on CWQ).

LCQ GraphQ

LAS of Skeleton 91.01 91.62

Accuracy of Split 99.07 98.49
Accuracy of TextSpanPrediction 97.71 97.22
Accuracy of HeadwordIdentification 94.66 95.31
Accuracy of AttachmentRelationClassification 99.41 97.29

Table 11
Error analysis of SSP and SIR.

SSP SIR

Node Recognition 16.67% 19.67%
Node Linking 42.67% 44.33%
Ungrounded Query 10.00% –
Semantic Matching 10.33% 19.67%
Aggregation Question 10.00% 10.67%
Class Constraint 0.00% 1.66%
Structural Heterogeneity 8.00% –
Others 2.33% 4.00%

annotated gold-standard skeletons on the three datasets: all the
test questions in LCQ, all the test questions in GraphQ, and
1000 sampled test questions in CWQ. Following the standard
way of evaluating dependency parsing, we evaluate skeletons
by labeled attachment score (LAS). This metric is defined as
the proportion of text spans that have correct headwords and
attachment relations. We also evaluate the four procedures in
skeleton parsing by accuracy, which is defined as the proportion
of correctly predicted results.

The results are showed in Table 9. The LAS of skeleton reaches
94.58, 92.35, and 94.22 on the three datasets, demonstrating the
effectiveness of our BERT-based skeleton parsing algorithm. The
accuracy of the four procedures is satisfyingly all above 94%.

We also conduct a transfer experiment by training our skele-
ton parser on CWQ and testing it on LCQ and GraphQ. The
results are shown in Table 10. Compared with Table 9, the de-
creases in LAS are fairly small (0.73 on GraphQ and 3.57 on LCQ),
demonstrating the generalizability of our skeleton parser.

5.8. Error analysis

We provide an error analysis of SSP and SIR. We analyze 600
questions collected by randomly sampling 100 questions from
each dataset where SSP or SIR achieves avg-F1=0. We summa-
rize the main causes of errors by eight categories, as shown in
Table 11.

Node Recognition: It is related to long mentions which are
hard to recognize. For instance, in the question ‘‘What degree
is held by the 2012 State of the Union Address Speaker?’’, our
BERT-based classifier falsely recognizes ‘‘2012 State of the Union
Address Speaker’’ as an entity mention. The gold-standard entity
mention is ‘‘2012 State of the Union Address’’.

Node Linking: It is the most common error made by our ap-
roach. For instance, in the question ‘‘Which movie featuring the
ong Bet was Miley Cyrus in?’’, our approach falsely links the en-
ity mention ‘‘Bet’’ to the Freebase entity m.01kcmr whose label
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is ‘‘BET’’. According to the gold-standard query of the question,
it should be linked to g.122brtjv whose label is ‘‘Bet on It’’.
o address this issue, in future work we will consider joint entity
isambiguation (e.g., the other entity mention ‘‘Miley Cyrus’’) and
ontextual information (e.g., ‘‘song’’ and ‘‘movie’’).
Ungrounded Query: It is mainly due to the structural com-

plexity of questions. For instance, in the question ‘‘What is the
birthplace of Adugna Deyas and the place where Fiq is located?’’,
the class mention ‘‘place’’ refers to the answer node ‘‘What’’. They
should be merged into one node.

Semantic Matching: It is caused by the semantic gap between
questions and their gold-standard grounded queries (or paths).
For instance, in the abstract question ‘‘What is the radio show
created by ⟨E⟩ about?’’, SSP does not predict the correct grounded
ath creator-format, because there is a semantic gap between
‘about’’ in the question and format in the grounded path.

Aggregation Question: It is mainly related to the aggregation
questions that involve zero entity. For instance, the question
‘‘what is the current status of the rocket engine having the largest
thrust at sea level?’’ has zero entity. The applied aggregation
functions could not handle it. Besides, there are some aggrega-
tion questions where our approach predicts incorrect numerical
relations.

Class Constraint: For example, in the question ‘‘Count the bat-
tles fought by Raoul Magrin-Vernerey?’’, the answer node is con-
strained by ‘‘battles’’ which should be linked to the DBpedia class
MilitaryConflict but is missed by our approach.

Structural Heterogeneity: It is caused by structural mismatches
between the ungrounded query and the grounded query. For
instance, in the question ‘‘What tourist attractions are located
where the Maltese lira is currency?’’, SSP generates a single–
triple ungrounded query (‘‘What tourist attractions’’-‘‘located
currency’’-‘‘Maltese lira’’), but the gold-standard grounded query
of the question has two triples in Freebase. Besides, some phrase
in a question indicates a subgraph of the KB, which cannot be
handled by our approach. For instance, ‘‘dad’’ indicates the gender
male via the relation gender in Freebase.

Others: We also observe typos in questions, character encoding
issues, etc.

As an example, we show a hard case involving multiple types
of the above-mentioned errors. Consider the question ‘‘Who was
the president of the United States during World War 2 that
started his governmental position after January 2, 1945 ?’’. Al-
though its skeleton parsing is correct, there are still three other
errors in the grounded query generated by SSP. First, ‘‘president
of the United States’’ is not linked to the right entity in Freebase.
Second, ‘‘during’’ is not mapped to the right relation structure.
Third, ‘‘after’’ is not mapped to the right aggregation function.
Although these errors are sourced from modules that are orthog-
onal to our main contribution, they are relatively common and
suggest directions for future work.

5.9. Run time

We train our SSP and SIR on a GeForce RTX 3090 GPU. We
record their run time on CWQ. For our skeleton parser, it takes
5 hours for training and then parses a question in an average of
0.18 second. For SSP, it takes 13 hours for training its slot match-
ing scoring model and then answers a question in an average of
6 seconds where more than half of the time is used for grounding.
For SIR, it takes 57 hours for training its path matching scoring
model and then answers a question in an average of 10 seconds
where more than half of the time is used for path retrieval.
Grounding and path retrieval are not very fast as they rely on
KBs which are stored in a disk-based database.
15
6. Related work

6.1. SP-based approaches

To generate structured queries of complex questions, related
studies employ traditional feature engineering [10,38], transi-
tion [5,8,11,25,30,32], message passing [33], query composition
[44], templates [14,45,46], sequence-to-sequence models [47],
reinforcement learning [7], and dependency parsing [4,13].

Specifically, WDAqua [10] presents a multilingual KB-agnostic
approach by feature engineering. SEMPRE [38] proposes a
bottom-up semantic parser using composition rules and a log-
linear model. STAGG [30] performs query graph generation by
staged search and semantic matching. SCANNER [25] and TNSP [5]
are transition-based neural semantic parsers. KrantikariQA [11]
first generates grounded queries and then proposes a slot match-
ing scoring using attention mechanisms. CompQA [32] is a query
generation approach which employs dependency paths for se-
mantic matching. QGG [8] is a modified staged query generation
approach using BERT and reinforcement learning. QAmp [33]
interprets questions and uses message passing to propagate con-
fidence scores. TextRay [44] is a query composition approach
featuring question decomposition and semantic matching. QUINT
[45] exploits dependency parsing and templates to answer com-
plex questions. Cui et al. [46] decomposes complex questions
by templates from QA corpora. TempalteQA [14] decomposes
complex questions according to the similarity between ques-
tions and templates. HSP [47] proposes a hierarchical semantic
parser using a sequence-to-sequence model. DAC [7] proposes
a director–actor–critic framework using reinforcement learning.
UDEPLAMBDA [13] proposes a dependency-based semantic par-
ser using syntax-based rules. Hu et al. [4] proposes two depen-
dency-based query generation approaches (i.e., relation-first and
node-first). These dependency-based approaches are related to
the performance of dependency parsing, which is not satisfying
on long complex questions. Different from these SP-based ap-
proaches, we present a skeleton-based query generation appr-
oach—SSP. Skeleton alleviates errors of dependency parsing and
helps to improve the performance of dependency-based KBQA
approaches.

6.2. IR-based approaches

To directly predict answers of complex questions, recent stud-
ies employ feature engineering [18], neural network [9,37], and
reinforcement learning [12,40].

Specifically, JACANA [18] matches the dependency structure of
a question with the topic graph in Freebase. HR-BiLSTM [9] pro-
poses a hierarchical recurrent neural network enhanced by resid-
ual learning. RANKING [37] uses BERT to score candidate answers.
KBQA-GST [40] proposes a generation-and-scoring approach by
reinforcement learning. SRN [12] proposes a stepwise reason-
ing network by reinforcement learning. Different from these IR-
based approaches, we present a skeleton-based IR approach—SIR,
which computes the similarity between dependency paths and
grounded paths. Skeleton alleviates errors of dependency paths
and helps to improve the performance of IR-based approaches.

6.3. Others KBQA approaches

Other methods employ paraphrase [35,36], combination of KB
and text [34,39,41], neural state machine [42,48,49], key–value
memory neural network [50], and KB embedding [51].

Specifically, PARASEMPRE [36] proposes paraphrase models
based on PARALEX and WordNet. PARA4QA [35] proposes a
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paraphrase-based neural approach based on PPDB and WikiAn-
swers. SPLITQA [34] uses a pointer network to decompose com-
plex questions and a pre-trained reading comprehension model
to answer questions. GRAFT-Net [39] and PullNet [41] construct
a question-specific subgraph from KB and text corpus and ex-
tract answers from the subgraph by a graph convolutional net-
work (graph CNN). CIPITR [48] proposes a neural programmer
which mitigates reward sparsity with auxiliary rewards. NS-
CQA [49] proposes a neural-symbolic approach which considers
memory buffer, reward function, and copy mechanisms. NSM [42]
proposes a teacher–student network by neural state machine.
Xu et al. [50] proposes a key–value memory neural network
which designs a query updating strategy and a STOP strategy.
EmbedKGQA [51] leverages KB embedding to answer complex
questions. From the technical perspective, our SP-based SSP and
R-based SIR are orthogonal to these approaches.

6.4. Question decomposition

Some of the above approaches perform question decomposi-
ion for the KBQA task. Question decomposition is also needed for
ther QA tasks such as machine reading comprehension. Recent
pproaches include syntactic [52], neural network [53,54], and
nsupervised [55].
Specifically, Kalyanpur et al. [52] uses syntactic-based decom-

osition rules to decompose complex questions. DECOMPRC [53]
iews decomposition as a span prediction problem and proposes
BERT-based model. QDMR parser [54] trains a sequence-to-

equence model to decompose complex questions. ONUS [55]
roposes an unsupervised decomposition approach using embed-
ing similarity and a transformer model. Different from these
pproaches, our skeleton is with a formalism to represent the
igh-level structure of a complex sentence, and we present a
ERT-based skeleton parsing algorithm. Moreover, observe that
keleton represents a more fine-grained decomposition where
ext spans can be but are not limited to sub-questions considered
n the above approaches to question decomposition. Therefore,
y alleviating errors of dependency parsing, skeleton can benefit
wider variety of downstream tasks not limited to complex
uestion answering.

. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we propose a skeleton grammar to represent
he high-level structure of complex questions. Thanks to skele-
ons, more accurate dependencies are generated, which in turn
enefit the downstream semantic parsing. To generate skeletons,
e propose a BERT-based skeleton parsing algorithm and con-
ribute a skeleton bank. To show the effectiveness of skeletons,
e develop two KBQA systems SSP and SIR. In SSP, skeleton
elps to improve ungrounded query generation. In SIR, skeleton
elps to improve dependency path generation and grounded path
anking. Extensive experimental results on three datasets have
emonstrated the effectiveness of skeletons for complex KBQA.
While our KBQA systems have outperformed the baselines

n three datasets over two KBs, since they are not tailored to
ny specific KB, they have the potential to work with an arbi-
rary KBQA dataset. Further, our skeleton grammar, bank, and
arser are independent of our KBQA systems. In fact, skeleton
arsing can be viewed as a preprocessing step prior to depen-
ency parsing. Therefore, it can be easily incorporated into other
ependency-based KBQA systems. Moreover, its application is not
imited to KBQA. Our skeleton parser can be employed to enhance
standard dependency parser for a variety of applications where
arsing complex sentences is a challenge.
16
Experiments also reveal the following limitations of our ap-
proach to be addressed in the future. First, node linking, though
being out of the focus of our research, is a major weakness of our
KBQA approach. Entity linking on large-scale KBs is still an open
problem. It may be helpful to employ contextual information and
perform joint entity disambiguation. Second, there is still room
for improving semantic matching in our KBQA approach. We
will explore combinations of pre-trained language models and
KBs, e.g., via graph neural networks. Third, aggregation questions
occupy a considerable proportion in complex questions. To more
effectively process them, we will consider template learning for
parsing and incorporate numerical reasoning.
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